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ABSTRACT

The shared response model (SRM) provides a simple but effective framework to analyze fMRI data of subjects exposed to natural-
istic stimuli. However, when the number of subjects or runs is large, fitting the model requires a large amount of memory and com-
putational power, which limits its use in practice. Furthermore, SRM is not identifiable, which makes the shared response difficult 
to interpret.

In this work, we implement an identifiable version of SRM and show on real data that it improves the stability of the recovered 
shared response. We then introduce FastSRM, which relies on a dimension reduction step and yields the same solution as the orig-
inal algorithm. We show experimentally using synthetic and real fMRI data that FastSRM is considerably faster and more memory 
efficient than current implementations.

The experiments performed in this article are fully reproducible: our code available at https://github.com/hugorichard/FastSRM 
allows you to download the data, run the experiments and plot the figures.

For a more pleasant reading of the math equations, we advise the reader to read the version of this article formatted with  
latex:https://github.com/hugorichard/FastSRM/blob/master/paper/main.pdf
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INTRODUCTION

Complex stimulations such as movie watching, story 
reading or music listening are more and more popular in 
the neuroscientific community. Indeed such naturalistic 
paradigms are unconstrained from behavioral manipula-
tions and thus, more ecological with respect to everyday 
cognitive conditions. If one wants to use data acquired 
under naturalistic conditions to map functional respons-
es to the brain, that is, in an encoding setting (1), one has 
to deal with the fact that no design matrix is specified 
for naturalistic stimuli. Such a design matrix encodes the 
temporal events that affect brain signals during an ex-
periment; these events typically reflect the occurrence of 
some features of interest in the stimuli. Although some 
works have used manual annotations (2) or deep neu-
ral networks (3,4), see also https://neuroscout.org, to 
create an estimate of the design matrix of naturalistic 

stimuli, it is a hard task. Without a design matrix, models 
such as the general linear model (5) cannot be used. 

Another approach is to learn jointly a set of reference 
time courses and the spatial maps in an unsupervised 
way. These reference time courses formally replace the 
design matrix in the spatiotemporal decomposition of 
the data, but cannot be considered as a design matrix, 
as it is data driven. In the case where the data set only 
contains one subject, independent component analysis 
(6) (ICA) is the method of choice. ICA assumes that com-
ponents are independent, a defendible assumption that 
ensures identifiability up to permutation and scaling of 
the model and can be fitted efficiently. When the data set 
contains multiple subjects undergoing the same proto-
col, a natural assumption is to assume that the temporal 
reference is shared across subjects. Many different meth-
ods can produce shared components from different sub-
jects. Some assume independent components (7–10), 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://neuroscout.org/
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while others are only based on second-order information 
such as multiset canonical correlation analysis (11) or the 
shared response model (SRM) (12).

This work focuses on the SRM. Because of its simplicity 
and its built-in dimension reduction, this model is wide-
ly used (13–17), in particular, as a preprocessing step for 
source identification (7,8), classification (18–20) or as a 
basis for transfer learning (21).

What makes the analysis of fMRI data particularly dif-
ficult is that the number of features (voxels) is usually 
much larger than the number of available samples (time 
frames). Yet, SRM has initially been designed to work 
within regions of interest using only a few subjects. When 
using full brain data, computational costs become high. 
In addition, memory requirements are difficult to meet 
since the full data set needs to hold in memory. Lastly, an-
other issue of SRM is its nonidentifiability (see the proof 
in (8) and Appendix D, also reported in Appendix B for 
completeness), which makes it challenging to interpret 
the extracted shared components as they are defined up 
to a rotation.

In this work, we introduce FastSRM, an identifiable 
model that uses an optimal spatial decomposition to 
speed up the computations with provably no loss of 
performance. FastSRM gains identifiability by imposing 
that the covariance of the shared components is diag-
onal (see (8), Appendix D or Appendix B of this paper 
for a proof). The gains in speed and memory usage are 
based on the observation that a low-dimensional, yet the 
distance-preserving representation of the images yields 
the same result as the full data. Such a representation 
can be interpreted as an initial spatial decomposition of 
the data. We show that FastSRM brings several practical 
benefits: on real data, it produces more stable estimates 
of the shared components than its nonidentifiable coun-
terpart, and it is much faster and more memory efficient 
than other implementations that do not make use of an 
optimal spatial decomposition.

A Python implementation is available at https://
github.com/hugorichard/FastSRM. All our experiments 
are fully reproducible. Scripts to download the data, run 
the experiments and plot the figures are included. A con-
tinuous integration pipeline runs the tests automatically 
when any change to the core algorithm is made.

BACKGROUND: THE SHARED RESPONSE 
MODEL

The SRM (12) is a multiview latent factor model. The data 
x1 ... xm are modeled as random vectors following the 
model:
   xi = Ais + ni (1)

   =A A Ii i p
T  (2)

where xi ∈ ℝu is the data of subject i, called view i, Ai ∈ 
ℝp×v is the mixing matrix of view i, ni is the noise of view i 

and s ∈ ℝp are the shared components referred to as the 
shared response in fMRI applications. p is the number 
of time frames, v is the number of voxels and m is the 
number of subjects.

The mixing matrices Ai are assumed to be orthogo-
nal so that =A A Ii i p

T . However, in general, the matrix  
Ai =A A Ii i p

T is different from identity. The noise ni is assumed to 
be Gaussian with covariance ∑i and independent across 
views. We assume the number of features v to be much 
larger than the number of components p: v  p.

The conceptual Figure 1 illustrates an application of 
the SRM to fMRI data. The mixing matrices are spatial 
topographies specific to each subject while the shared 
components represent the common timecourses. In (12, 
22), two versions of the SRM are introduced, namely, the 
deterministic and probabilistic models.

Deterministic SRM

Let us consider n observations (scans) of xi and s that we 
stack into matrices Xi ∈ ℝv,n and S ∈ ℝp,n. The determin-
istic SRM considers both the mixing matrices Ai and the 
n observations of the shared response S as parameters 
to be estimated. The noise variance is fixed to a multiple 
of identity: ∀i, ∑i = σ2Iv where σ is a hyperparameter to 
choose.

The model is optimized by maximizing the log- 
likelihood, assuming that the noise is Gaussian distrib-
uted. The likelihood is then given by p(x) = ∏i N(xi; Ais, 
σ2 I) and therefore the empirical negative log-likelihood 
is given up to a constant independent of Ai and S by

L
n

A S X
n

S A S X X
1

|| ||
1

|| || 2 , || ||i i
i

i i i
2 2 2∑ ( )= − = − +  (3)

L is optimized by performing alternate minimization on 
(A1 ... Am) and S. Note that the hyperparameter σ does 
not have an influence on the loss and can therefore be 
ignored.

The gradient with respect to S is given by 
∑ − =∑ −A A S X S A X( ) ( )i i i i i i i

T T  yielding the closed form 
updates:

  S
m

A X
1

i i
i

T∑( )←  (4)

From (3), minimizing L with respect to Ai is equivalent 
to maximizing A X S,i i

T  and therefore we have

  A P
n

X S
1

i i
T←







  (5)

where P is the projection on the Stiefel manifold:  

P℘ =
−

M M M M( ) ( ) .T
1
2

The complexity of deterministic SRM is in Õ(nitermpvn), 
where niter is the number of iterations. We monitor the con-
vergence by computing the ℓ∞ norm of the gradient. Note 
that we can monitor the gradient without any increase in 
complexity. Indeed, after the updates with respect to each 

https://github.com/hugorichard/FastSRM
https://github.com/hugorichard/FastSRM
https://github.com/hugorichard/FastSRM
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Fig. 1. Shared response model: The raw fMRI data are modeled as a weighted combination of subject-specific spatial components with additive noise. The weights are 
shared between subjects and constitute the shared response to the stimuli.

mixing matrix have been carried out, the gradient with re-
spect to A( )i i

m
1=  is zero and therefore to compute the ℓ∞ 

norm of the gradient, we only need the gradient with re-
spect to S mS A: i i

T
ix−Σ , where the right-hand side is used 

in the updates of S. The algorithm is stopped when the 
gradient falls below a chosen tolerance.

Probabilistic SRM

In probabilistic SRM, Ii i v
2σΣ =  and the shared compo-

nents are assumed to be Gaussian s ~ N(0, ∑s).
In (12) and (22), ∑s is only assumed to be a definite pos-

itive. As already highlighted in introduction, this causes 
the model to be unidentifiable (see (8), Appendix D or 
Appendix B of this paper for a proof). Enforcing a diag-
onal ∑s ensures identifiability, provided that the diagonal 
values are different. So we assume here that ∑s is diag-
onal (and refer the interested reader to (12) and (22) for 
the original formulation of probabilistic SRM without the 

diagonal constraint). The following paragraph gives up-
date rules for λi and Ai and ∑s. We highlight that the der-
ivations used to obtain these updates are not new. They 
are obtained following the strategy introduced in (12) and 
(22).

The model is optimized via the expectation-maximi-
zation algorithm. We give all details on the formulation  
and derivation of update rules in Appendix A. Denoting  

s x I|
1

i
i

s2
1

1

V ∑ σ
[ ]= +Σ











−

−

 and A[s | x] [s | x]
1

xi
i

i i2
TE V ∑ σ

=  

the updates are given by

 E E Vσ ← − +
v

x A s x s x
1

( [|| [ | ] || ] || diag( [ | ]) ||)i i i
2 2  (6)

 Ai ← P(𝔼[xi𝔼[s|x]T]) (7)

 ∑s ← 𝕍[s[x] + 𝔼[𝔼[s|x]𝔼[s|x]T] (8)

The complexity of probabilistic SRM is Õ(nitermpvn), 
the same as in deterministic SRM. We can monitor the 
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convergence by computing the log-likelihood decrease 
at each iteration and stop the algorithm when the mag-
nitude of the decrease is below some tolerance. The 
storage requirements of deterministic or probabilistic 
SRM are in Õ(mvn), which simply means that the data set 
needs to hold in memory.

THE FASTSRM ALGORITHM

Reducing the computational burden by the use of 
spatial decompositions

SRM algorithms use different sets of parameters θ to 
represent the data. In deterministic SRM, A S(( ) , )i i

m
1θ= = , 

where A( )i i
m

1=  are the mixing matrices and S is the shared 
response, while in probabilistic SRM, θ = ( A( )i i

m
1= , ∑s, ( )i i

m
1σ − ),  

where A( )i i
m

1=  are the mixing matrices, ( )i i
m

1σ −  the noise lev-
els and ∑s the components variance.

In fMRI, spatial decompositions are often used to re-
duce the dimensionality of the data. A classical approach 

Fig. 2. FastSRM algorithm In step 1, data xi are projected onto a spatial decomposition Ui that may depend on the subject i (top). In step 2, an SRM algorithm is applied 
on reduced data to compute the shared response.

is to apply a deterministic atlas such as (23), which is a 
parcellation of the brain into r regions. There also exist 
probabilistic atlases such as (24) that describe each re-
gion as a set of weights across the full brain.

Deterministic and probabilistic atlases are spatial de-
compositions that do not depend on the view at hand. 
In FastSRM, we consider a set of view-specific spatial de-
compositions Ui ∈ ℝv×r such that =U U I ,i i r

T  where r is the 
number of components in the spatial decompositions. 
Data are reduced using z U xi i

T
i=  and an SRM algorithm 

is applied on data zi yielding parameters θ'. Figure 2 illus-
trates this process.

Note that the parameters obtained with FastSRM θ' 
are different from the parameters obtained with the cor-
responding SRM algorithm θ (the unmixing matrices in θ' 
do not even have the same shape as the unmixing ma-
trices in θ). However, as we will see in the next section, 
there exist spatial decompositions such that the models 
parametrized by θ and θ' are equivalent.
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obtained by deterministic FastSRM on data (Xi)i using 
spatial decompositions (UXi)i, where Xi = UxiZi is a PCA of 
Xi. Then, = ′A U Ai xi i and S = S'.

The proof is available in Appendix C. In the case of 
probabilistic SRM, we can obtain very similar results. 
However, the algorithm applied on reduced data needs 
to be slightly modified. We have the following result:

Proposition 2 (Optimal spatial decomposition for prob-
abilistic FastSRM). Let (Ai)i, σi, ∑s be the solution obtained 
by probabilistic SRM on data xi ∈ ℝv and σ Σ′ ′ ′A( ) , ,i i i s the 
solution obtained by ProbSRM on data R= ∈z U x z,i xi i i

nT  
but where updates

E E V
n

z A s z s z
1

( [|| [ | ] || ] || diag ( [ | ]) || )i i i
2 2 2σ ← − +  (9)

are replaced by updates

E E V
v

z A s z s z
1

( [|| [ | ] || ] || diag ( [ | ]) || )i i i
2 2 2σ ← − +  (10)

where n is the number of samples and v is the number 
of voxels.

Then σ σ= = Σ =Σ′ ′ ′A U A , andi xi i i i s s.
The proof is available in Appendix D. Propositions 1 

and 2 show that no information is lost by replacing xi ∈ 
ℝv by its reduced representation zi ∈ ℝn. A key observa-
tion is that Propositions 1 and 2 hold whether or not the 
model for deterministic (respectively probabilistic) SRM 
is indeed the generative model of the data.

A complexity analysis shows that finding an optimal 
spatial decomposition becomes the limiting step of the 
pipeline. Even with fast implementations, subject-spe-
cific PCA is costly. However, FastSRM only works on zi 
so we do not need to know the value of Uxi

. In practice, 
we observe data Xi ∈ ℝv×n and we want to get Zi ∈ ℝn×n 
such that X U Zi ixi

= . This can be done by performing an 
SVD of X Xi i

T  yielding =X X VDVi i i i i
T T and setting =Z D Vi i i

T1
2 .  

Although computing the product X Xi i
T  has time com-

plexity O~ (vt2) (the same as a PCA), the constant in the Õ 
is exactly one so this operation costs a lot less than a PCA 
on full data. When estimates of the mixing matrices are 
needed, they can be obtained by applying equation (26) 
in the deterministic SRM case and equation (31) in the 
probabilistic SRM case that only costs O~ (mvp2). In prac-
tice, the cost of the matrix products X Xi i

T  is often the lim-
iting step of the pipeline (this depends on the number of 
iterations) but as we show next, it is much more efficient 
than performing SRM on the full data. Note that if large 
memory resources are available, these matrix products 
can be computed in parallel.

RELATED WORK

The implementation of SRM proposed in (12) is quadrat-
ic in the number of features, which prevents its appli-
cation to full brain data. In (22), this issue is addressed 
by using the inversion lemma to remove the quadratic 

From a computational standpoint, dimension reduc-
tion provides a large reduction in memory usage. Indeed 
as the original data are seen only once, it is no longer 
necessary to keep the full data set in memory (we can 
load data Xi one after the other and similarly for the spa-
tial decomposition Ui). Therefore, the memory consump-
tion is only in Õ(vn) (where v is the number of voxels and 
n is the number of samples), which is lower than that of 
SRM by a factor of m, the number of subjects. The num-
ber of subjects is typically between 10 and 1000. This 
yields a practical benefit: on fMRI data sets with many 
subjects, one no longer needs a large cluster to run the 
SRM but only a modern laptop. Additionally, low memo-
ry consumption reduces the risk of thrashing (25), a phe-
nomenon that causes a large increase in computation 
time when the memory used is close to the total avail-
able memory in the hardware.

After preprocessing, the reduced representation zi is 
used instead of the original data xi yielding a time com-
plexity of O~ (Tpreprocessing + nitermpnr). Let us highlight that 
an experiment is often run multiple times, typically when 
the analysis requires cross-validation procedures. In these 
cases, the preprocessing is performed only once and the 
apparent complexity becomes O~ (nitermpnr), which is fast-
er than SRM by a factor of 

v
r . The number of components 

in large spatial decompositions is about r = 1000 and in 
full brain data, the number of voxels is typically in the 
50,000–400,000 range, so that 

v
r  is typically about 50–400. 

It remains to be shown how to draw a correspondence 
between FastSRM and SRM, which we do in the follow-
ing section.

A class of optimal spatial decompositions

In principle, FastSRM can be used with any spatial de-
composition. However, in general, working with reduced 
data induces a loss of information that can be minimized 
if the spatial decomposition is carefully chosen. In any 
case, there is little hope to recover the parameters that 
would have been obtained from SRM from the param-
eters of FastSRM. Yet, we show that there exists an op-
timal spatial decomposition in the sense that SRM and 
FastSRM yield the same results.

Let us consider U zzxi ixi
=  a PCA of xi with the maximum 

number of components. As the number of samples n is 
lower than the number of features, Uxi ∈ ℝv×n and zi ∈ ℝn. 
We also have =U U IXi xi

T . Therefore, Uxi constitutes a possi-
ble choice of subject-specific spatial decomposition. As 
the next property shows, Uxi is an optimal spatial decom-
position for deterministic FastSRM. Note that this opti-
mal spatial decomposition is not unique: any orthogonal 
matrix with the same span as the columns of Xi would 
also work.

Proposition 1 (Optimal spatial decomposition for deter-
ministic FastSRM). Let (Ai)i, S be the solution obtained 
by deterministic SRM on data (Xi)i and , S' the solution 
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We benchmark deterministic SRM, probabilistic SRM 
and their FastSRM counterparts in terms of fitting time 
and performance. Note that in this section, the identi-
fiable implementation of deterministic SRM and proba-
bilistic SRM described in Sections 2.2 and 2.1 is used. 
Algorithms are designated by the spatial decomposition 
they use and therefore SRM algorithms are referred to 
as None because no spatial decomposition is used and 
FastSRM algorithms will have the label Optimal. Note 
that it would be possible to use FastSRM with subopti-
mal spatial decompositions (there exists a wide variety of 
brain spatial decompositions (23,37,38) but using them 
does not bring any guarantee that the performance is 
the same as SRM.

We use a number of iterations between 1 and 100 and 
report the performance, fitting time, and a measure of 
convergence. In FastSRM, we do not compute the un-
mixing matrices but only the shared response. We mea-
sure the performance of an algorithm by computing the 
error between the true component S ∈ ℝp×n and the pre-
dicted component S� ∈ ℝp×n using the quantity:

R= − = −
∈ ×S S BS S SS S Smse ( ˆ , ) min || ˆ || || ˆ ˆ ||

B F F
2 † 2

p p  (11)

This way of measuring errors is insensitive to the inde-
terminacies in DetSRM. We measure the fitting time in 
seconds. Lastly, we measure convergence by computing 
the gradient ℓ∞ norm in case of DetSRM given by max-
(abs(G)), where G is the gradient and use the distance 
between consecutive values of the loss for ProbSRM. 
Results are plotted in Figure 3.

We empirically see that the optimal approach is equiv-
alent to using no spatial decomposition in terms of per-
formance. This is predicted by the theory in Section 3.2, 
where we demonstrate that these two algorithms yield 
exactly the same output from a given input and initializa-
tion. We also see that ProbSRM gives much better results 
than DetSRM. In terms of fitting time, FastSRM is about 
a thousand times faster than SRM after 100 iterations. 
When no spatial decomposition is used, the number of 
iterations has a very strong impact on performance while 
it has a small impact when an optimal spatial decompo-
sition is used. Lastly, looking at the convergence curves, 
we see that even after 100 iterations, algorithms did not 
fully converge. This means that in practice a larger num-
ber of iterations is needed, which would yield an even 
higher difference in fitting time between methods using 
no spatial decomposition and methods using an optimal 
spatial decomposition.

Experiment on fMRI data: identifiability increases 
stability

We evaluate the performance of the different SRM imple-
mentations on the Sherlock data sets where fMRI of 17 par-
ticipants watching “Sherlock” BBC TV show (episode 1) 

dependence. Their implementation is now the most 
widely used one. In our work, we propose to reduce fur-
ther the computation time and memory usage compared 
to the implementation in (22) by the use of optimal spa-
tial decompositions.

Other popular methods used to speed up SRM are 
searchlight (20) or piecewise (26) approaches. While 
these methods are efficient, they do not optimize the 
same objective as the original SRM algorithm and are 
arguably less principled since the searchlights or pieces 
are chosen a priori.

We consider SRM as a well principled formulation of 
the hyperalignment method (27). Many methods exist 
to perform hyperalignment: deep hyperalignment (28), 
robust SRM (18), multiview canonical correlation analysis 
(29), ShICA (7), MultiViewICA (8), optimal transport (30) 
and many more. SRM has been introduced after hyper-
alignment in (12) and has been shown to outperform hy-
peralignment in many different settings. Specifically, SRM 
is natively a group model, which hyperalignment is not; it 
is more computationally efficient, with the avoidance of 
searchlight loops, and sometimes obtains higher accura-
cy than Procrustes hyperalignment (26). In this article, we 
do not discuss further the merit of FastSRM with respect 
to other methods. We simply observe that SRM is widely 
used and aim to provide a faster, more memory efficient 
and identifiable implementation. In our view, FastSRM 
should be used as a plugin replacement for SRM.

EXPERIMENTS

We make several experiments on both synthetic and real 
data. We used Nilearn (31) (version 0.8.1) for fMRI data 
preprocessing, Brainiak (32) (version 0.9) for the noniden-
tifiable version of SRM that implements the work of (12) 
and (22), Numpy (33) (version 1.19.0) for array process-
ing, Scipy (34) (version 1.5.3) its implementation of the 
Hungarian algorithm, Matplotlib (35) (version 3.1.2) for 
plotting, and Sklearn (36) (version 0.23.2) for machine 
learning pipelines.

Comparing fitting time and performance of 
FastSRM and SRM on synthetic data

We generate synthetic data xi according to the model 
of probabilistic SRM. The parameters of E E V

n
z A s z s z

1
( [|| [ | ] || ] || diag ( [ | ]) || )i i i

2 2 2σ ← − +, Ai and ∑s are 
generated randomly. We sample the value of the subject- 
specific noise level from a normal distribution: σi ~ N(0, 0.1).  
The mixing matrices Ai are obtained by sampling their co-
efficient from a standardized normal distribution. Lastly, 
the covariance of the shared response ∑s is diagonal and 
the diagonal values are obtained by sampling from a 
Dirichlet distribution with parameter (1...1). We set the 
number of voxels to v = 125 000, the number of subjects 
to m = 10 and the number of components to p = 50. We 
generate n = 1000 samples.
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Fig. 3. Benchmark of SRM algorithms on synthetic data: Performance, fitting time and convergence of SRM algorithms in the deterministic (left) or probabilistic (right) 
case. As expected, when optimal spatial decompositions are used, the performance is the same as if no spatial decomposition is used but the fitting time is much lower. 
This is even more pronounced when the number of iterations is high (and looking at convergence curves, we see that more iterations could be performed to be closer 
to a stationary point).

is performed. These data are downloaded from http://
arks.princeton.edu/ark:/88435/dsp01nz8062179. 
Data were acquired using a 3T scanner with an isotropic 
spatial resolution of 3 mm. More information including 
the preprocessing pipeline is available in (39). Subject 5 
is removed because of missing data, leaving us with 16 
participants. Although SHERLOCK data originally con-
tain one run only, we split them into four blocks of 395 
time frames and one block of 396 time frames for the 
needs of our experiments.

We first show that identifiability is a desirable property 
as it increases stability. Then, we show that our FastSRM 
algorithm (that works with optimal spatial decomposi-
tions) matches the performance of SRM (that works on 
full data) but uses much less computational resources.

Identifiability increases stability

Assuming that the data follow the model, identifiability 
ensures that the problem is well posed since the solu-
tions are well characterized. More precisely, if the data 
are generated according to an identifiable model, in the 

limit of infinite samples, a perfect optimization algorithm 
is guaranteed to recover the parameters used to gen-
erate the data. In contrast, in an unidentifiable model, 
there are more than one set of parameters that can gen-
erate the same data making the search for the good pa-
rameters ill defined. In practice, unidentifiable models 
have a more complex optimization landscape with many 
more local minima than identifiable models (any local 
minima in the identifiable model produces as many local 
minimas as they are indeterminacies in the correspond-
ing unidentifiable model). This is why the unidentifiable 
models are therefore expected to be more sensitive to 
initialization and less robust to small changes in the data 
than their identifiable counterparts. Note however that 
SRM remains nonconvex so there is no guarantee that 
the optimal solution is found.

In real fMRI data, the model cannot be expected to 
hold perfectly, but we can hope for greater stability in the 
parameters recovered than if a nonidentifiable model is 
used.

To measure the stability of the shared components ob-
tained from the Sherlock data set, we divide the subjects 

http://arks.princeton.edu/ark:/88435/dsp01nz8062179
http://arks.princeton.edu/ark:/88435/dsp01nz8062179
http://arks.princeton.edu/ark:/88435/dsp01nz8062179
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into two roughly equal groups and extract the common 
components in each group. The components are then 
matched using the Hungarian algorithm (40) and the sta-
bility measure is obtained from the average correlation 
of the matched components. The procedure is repeated 
nine times using the Brainiak implementation (that is not 
identifiable since the shared components covariance is 
unconstrained) and our FastSRM implementation. We 
plot the results as a scatter plot in Figure 4, where, for 
each repetition, the x-axis indicates the stability measure 
obtained with Brainiak’s implementation and the y-axis 
the stability measure obtained with FastSRM (identifiable 
since the shared components covariance is diagonal). 
We see that introducing a diagonal source covariance 
improves stability.

Comparing fitting time, memory usage and 
performance on a time-segment matching 
experiment

Time-segment matching has first been introduced in (12). 
In a nutshell, the time-segment matching accuracy mea-
sures the similarity between two multivariate time-series 
by trying to localize a time-segment in one time-series by 
correlation with the other. In the context of movie watch-
ing, this measure is quite meaningful: if we split the mov-
ies in scenes and compute a representation per scene 
and per subject, it can be assumed that different subjects 
watching the movie would still have closer representation 
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Fig. 4. Identifiability increases stability: We first divide the subjects into two 
groups and extract the common components in each group. The components of 
the two groups are then matched using the Hungarian algorithm, and the stabil-
ity index is determined by the average correlation of the matched components. 
The procedure is repeated nine times with the Brainiak implementation (not 
identifiable since the shared components covariance is unconstrained) and our 
FastSRM implementation (identifiable since the shared components covariance 
is diagonal).

of the same scenes than of different scenes. This explains 
why time-segment matching is a standard evaluation of 
SRM-like methods also used in (41,42) or (20).

We now describe more precisely the experimental de-
sign. We split the runs into a train and test set. After fit-
ting the model on the training set, we apply the unmixing 
matrices = −W Ai i

1 of each subject on the test set yielding 
individual component matrices. We estimate the shared 
responses by averaging the individual components of 
each subject but one. We select a target time-segment 
(nine consecutive time frames) in the shared responses 
and try to localize the corresponding time-segment in 
the components of the left-out subject using a maximum- 
correlation classifier.

The time-segment is said to be correctly classified if 
the correlation between the sample and target time- 
segment is higher than with any other time-segment 
(partially overlapping time windows are excluded).

We use fivefold cross-validation across runs: the train-
ing set contains 80% of the runs and the test set 20%, 
and repeat the experiment using all possible choices 
for left-out subjects. The mean accuracy is reported in 
Figure 5 (top). When an optimal spatial decomposition 
is used, the accuracy is the same as when no spatial de-
composition is used but the fitting time is reduced by a 
factor of 10–100 and so is the memory usage (see Figure 
5, bottom).

IMPLEMENTATION AND REPRODUCIBILITY

Our work is fully reproducible, and our code is tested and 
well documented. All material is available in the https://
github.com/hugorichard/FastSRM Github repository.

The API is reminiscent of the Scikit-learn one where the 
model object is instantiated with its parameters and then 
fitted on data via a method fit(). After the model is fit, the 
learned parameters can be accessed. Then, a transform() 
method computes the shared response from the learned 
parameters and the data passed as the argument of the 
transform() method.

While Brainiak and Nilearn are useful to reproduce 
some of our experiments, they are not strong depen-
dencies and FastSRM only needs Numpy (≥1.12), Scipy 
(≥0.18.0), Matplotlib (≥2.0.0), Scikit-learn (≥0.23), Pytest 
(≥6.2.5) and Joblib (≥1.1.0).

The package comes with a documentation and a tutori-
al that reproduces, at a smaller scale, the experiment avail-
able in Figure 3. These are found at https://hugorichard.
github.io/FastSRM/index.html. The instructions to fully 
reproduce the experiments presented in the papers are 
available in the README: https://github.com/hugorich-
ard/FastSRM/blob/master/README.md.

A set of tests reduces the risk of introducing a bug. 
These tests are run any time a pull request or a merged is 
performed on the main codebase.

https://github.com/hugorichard/FastSRM
https://github.com/hugorichard/FastSRM
https://hugorichard.github.io/FastSRM/index.html
https://hugorichard.github.io/FastSRM/index.html
https://hugorichard.github.io/FastSRM/index.html
https://github.com/hugorichard/FastSRM/blob/master/README.md
https://github.com/hugorichard/FastSRM/blob/master/README.md
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Fig. 5. Benchmark of SRM algorithms on fMRI data: Top: Time-segment matching accuracy. Middle: Fitting time. Bottom: Memory usage. When the optimal spatial de-
composition is used, the accuracy is the same as when no spatial decomposition is used but the fitting time is reduced by a factor of 10–100 and so is the memory usage.

CONCLUSION

As studies using naturalistic stimuli will tend to become 
more common within and across subjects, we need scal-
able models in terms of computation time and memory 
usage. This is particularly related to the development of 
deep phenotyping models such as the Courtois project 
on Neural Modeling (see https://docs.cneuromod.ca). 
This is precisely what FastSRM provides.

FastSRM is an efficient implementation of SRM that 
uses optimal spatial decompositions to speed up com-
putations and reduce memory requirements with prov-
ably no loss of performance.

We show on synthetic and real data that FastSRM is 
much faster and more memory efficient than implemen-
tations not using an optimal spatial decomposition. 
Furthermore, FastSRM is identifiable. On real data, we 

show that compared to Brainiak’s implementation, which 
is not identifiable, FastSRM provides more stable esti-
mates of the shared components.

FastSRM inherits all the weaknesses of SRM including 
the fact that mixing matrices are assumed to be orthog-
onal, which is debatable in practice. Another desirable 
property of such decompositions is the spatial smooth-
ness of the components. While it is often observed that 
SRM components are smooth, nothing imposes such a 
constraint in the model. We highlight that the optimal 
spatial decomposition is only optimal with respect to the 
SRM model. More precisely, it gives a reduced represen-
tation such that applying the SRM model on the reduced 
representation or on the full data gives the same result. 
Whether this representation is interpretable or not is irrel-
evant here, since we only focus on accelerating the SRM 

https://docs.cneuromod.ca/
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algorithm. However, as this representation is not unique, 
it may be interesting to find the “most interpretable” 
optimal spatial decomposition. Note that this would not 
change the end result of the SRM algorithm but could 
be of interest for interpretation purposes. It is an open 
question whether dimension reduction and learning of 
the shared components could be done jointly and effi-
ciently without assuming orthogonal mixing matrices. 
Our approach based on optimal spatial decomposition 
shows that SRM-like methods do not need the full data 
to provide accurate estimates of shared components. 
We believe that such insights may guide the design of 
future methods.

Last, FastSRM is useful when the number of features 
is much larger than the number of samples. This setting 
is common in fMRI but less common in MEG/EEG where 
the number of samples is usually much larger than the 
number of features. Even in this case, it is possible to 
considerably speed up SRM. Indeed, SRM only depends 
on second-order statistics. These statistics can be pre-
computed making the rest of the pipeline insensitive to 
the number of samples in the data set. An implementa-
tion of this simple idea would make SRM easily applica-
ble to other modalities. We leave it to future work.
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APPENDIX A: DETAILED DERIVATION OF THE 
PROBABILISTIC SRM ALGORITHM

Here, we describe in detail the log-likelihood underly-
ing the probabilistic SRM and derive the update rules. 
We highlight that the derivations used to obtain these 
updates are not new. They are obtained following the 
strategy introduced in (12) and (22).
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are independent from s. Therefore,

 Ns | x ~ ( [s | x], [s,x])E V  (18)

The negative expected completed log-likelihood is 
given by
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Updates are therefore given by

v
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It is useful to access the log-likelihood to check the 
implementation of the algorithm and monitor the con-
vergence. From equation (15), the likelihood is given by
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Replacing c2(x) by its expression and taking the log, 
the expected negative log-likelihood is (up to constants) 
given by
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APPENDIX B: IDENTIFIABILITY RESULTS  
ON PROBABILISTIC SRM AVAILABLE IN (8) 
AND APPENDIX D

Proposition 3. Probabilistic SRM with positive definite ∑s 
is not identifiable
Proof. Let us assume the data xi i = 1,..., m follow the 

probabilistic SRM with parameters σΣ = …A i m, , 1, ,s i i
2  

and ∑s definite positive.
Let us consider an orthogonal matrix O ∈ Ok. We call 

A AO O Oand .i i s s s
T= Σ = Σ Σ′ ′ ′  is trivially symmetric posi-

tive definite.
Then, the data also follow the SRM with different pa-

rameters ′ ′ …σ∑ =A i m, , 1, ,s i i
2

Proposition 4. We consider the probabilistic SRM where 
∑s is a positive diagonal matrix. We further assume that 
the values in ∑ are all distinct and ranked in ascending 
order. Then, the probabilistic SRM is identifiable up

to sign indeterminacies on the columns of �
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Proof. The probabilistic SRM can be written

∼ σ∑ + =x N A A I A A I(0, ) withi i s i i v i i p
T 2 T

where ∑s is a positive diagonal matrix with distinct val-
ues ranked in ascending order.

Let us assume the data xi i = 1,..., m follow the prob-
abilistic SRM with parameters σΣ = …A i m, , 1, ,s i i

2 . Let 
us further assume that the data xi i = 1,..., m follow 
the probabilistic SRM with another set of parameters 

′ ′ …σ∑ =A i m, , 1, ,s i i
2 .

Since the model is Gaussian, we look at the covarianc-
es. We have for i ≠ j

A A A Ax (x ) ,i j i s j i s j
T T TE 

 = ∑ = ∑′ ′ ′

The singular value decomposition is unique up to sign 
flips and permutation. Since eigenvalues are positive and 
ranked, the only indeterminacies left are on the eigenvec-
tors. For each eigenvalue, a sign flip can occur simulta-
neously on the corresponding left and right eigenvector.
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APPENDIX D: PROOFS OF PROPOSITION 2

Proof. Updates of the mixing matrices Ai in probabilistic 
SRM equation (21) can be written as follows:

  E EA U zi s x( [ [ | ] ])i xi
T←  (31)

so we can look for Ai as Ai = UxiÃi and, as in the de-
terministic case, Ãi is orthogonal. Therefore, equality (30) 
holds.

Then, we consider the expected negative log-likeli-
hood of probabilistic SRM:
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where we use equality (30). Optimizing the log-like-
lihood via expectation maximization yields the exact 
same updates as probabilistic SRM on data zi except that 
updates

n
A

1
( [|| z [s | z] || ] || diag( [s | z]) ||i i i

2 2 2�E E Vσ ← − +  (34)

are replaced by updates

v
A

1
( [|| z [s | z] || ] || diag( [s | z]) || )i i i

2 2 2�E E Vσ ← − +  (35)

so that = ′�A Ai i. Therefore, the updates in both algo-
rithms are linked by ′ ′ ′σ σ= = ∑ =∑A U A and,i xi i i i s s. This 
concludes the proof.

Therefore, we have Σ =Σ = =′ ′ ′A A D A A D, ands s i i ij j j ij,  

where Dij ∈ ℝk, k is a diagonal matrix with values in {–1, 1}. 

This analysis holds for every j ≠ i and therefore Dij = D is 
the same for all subjects.

We also have for all i

σ σ



 = ∑ + = ∑ +′ ′ ′ΤE A A I A A IX (x )i j i s i

T
i v i s j i v

T 2 2

We therefore conclude …σ σ= =i m, 1 .i i
2 2

Note that if the diagonal subject-specific noise covari-
ance σ Ii v

2  is replaced by any positive definite matrix, the 
model still enjoys identifiability.

APPENDIX C: PROOFS OF PROPOSITION 1

Proof. Updates of the mixing matrices Ai in deterministic 
SRM equation (5) can be written as follows:

 A P
n

X S U P
n

Z S
1 1

i i Xi i
T T←







=







  (26)

where P is the projection on the Stiefel manifold:  

PP =
−

M M M M( ) ( )T
1
2 .

Therefore, we can look for Ai as Ai = Uxi. Ãi. We can 
show that Ãi is orthogonal. Indeed,

  =A A Ii i p
T  (27)

  � �⇒ =A U U A Ii X i Xi i P
T T  (28)

  � �⇒ =A A Ii i P
T  (29)

Then, we use the fact that

X A S U Z U A S Z A S|| || || || || ||i i x i x i i i
2 2 2

i i

� �− = − = −  (30)

so that ′ �=A Ai i.
Therefore, the solution of deterministic SRM on data 

(z ) and (x )i i
m

i i
m

1 1= =  is linked by the change of parameters 

= ′�A Ai i and S = S'. This concludes the proof.




